
Running any Advanced Leader assessment is a challenge as the required staff, candidates, clients and
conditions all need to be present.  It takes a significant amount of effort and time to organise and it is
common to have to cancel, rearrange and postpone courses due to one or more of the factors not
being in place.  For my Advanced Sea Kayak courses, whilst we do get advanced sea conditions off the
Cumbria coast, it seems better to relocate to the West Coast of Scotland as conditions are more
complex and likely to occur, though this also adds to time demands, costs and logistics - and fatigue!
 
Running these assessments is a privilege as people are trusting you to provide a fair and equitable test
at the pinnacle of the sport and to be supportive and encouraging whatever the outcome. They have
often worked for many years to reach this level so I don't ever take these courses lightly. 
 
Paddlers tackle Advanced Leadership awards as they are the benchmark for highly competent and
experienced paddlers.  With the advent of the advanced Personal Performance Awards, we may see
some of those people switching to the Personal Performance Awards and away from the leadership
courses, as candidates can have a personal test in advanced conditions in the boat of their choice
without feeling the need to demonstrate group management and leadership to do so.  Some people
from sea kayak groups in particular, have asked about duty of care and responsibility implications if they
hold a leadership award; the PPAs should mitigate their concerns to a degree and may be attractive as a
result.
 
We considered the inclusion of the Personal Performance Awards ahead of our recent course, through
didn’t transmit this to the Advanced Leader candidates, as we wanted to use this as a fall back in case
their leadership skills weren’t up to scratch. Fortunately, in this case, their skills were of a good standard.
This (hopefully) gave us the possible option of letting them down more gently. We further didn't inform
the candidates about the PPA possibility in advance as, if their personal skills were also not at the level
needed, we didn't want to feel pressured into awarding the PPA or for them to think they'd failed two
awards rather than just the Advanced Water Leader; that would really rub salt in the wound. It’s great to
be able to have the option of combining the NEW Personal Performance Awards with the Leadership
Awards. Based on this experience, we’ll consider how we can best deploy the PPAs as part of our future
leadership courses.

Hear from Dr Steve Banks & Howard Jeffs
who have been including the Personal Performance Awards alongside the Leadership Awards


